Wound pH-responsive sustained release of therapeutics from a poly(NIPAAm-co-AAc) hydrogel.
Wound pH strongly influences residence time and activity of various growth factors during wound healing. Hence, a pH-responsive sustained release growth factor delivery system could be beneficial for effective treatment of wound. In this context, an effort was made to evaluate the potential of a poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) hydrogel as pH-sensitive sustained release system for wound-pH-dependent therapeutics delivery. The polymer was synthesized via radical copolymerization and influence of pH on lower critical solution temperature (LCST), microarchitechture and swelling of the hydrogel was evaluated. Results showed a pH-dependent variation in the physical properties of the hydrogel within the wound pH range. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) analysis endorsed a pH dependent restricted diffusion of the BSA in the hydrogel. Later, release of bovine serum albumin (BSA), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) (each 5%, w/v) from the hydrogel within the range of wound pH (pH 6.7-7.9) were examined. Analysis showed non-Fickian release of therapeutics from the hydrogel with a significant variation in release rate and cumulative release with the increase in pH. Retention of the bioactivity of the released EGF was confirmed by studying murine dermal fibroblast cell proliferation in vitro. Finally, a growth factor (EGF or VEGF)-loaded hydrogel was applied on a murine excisional wound model and showed augmentation of wound healing in comparison to conventional sustained release growth factor therapy.